
Pop art portrait: krita



Find a portrait.  
Pick on that you 
can think of witty 

one liner to…. 
Like a meme 

Like for this 
“Game on, 
Corona!”



1. Create a letter sized file. 
2. Paste in your pic
3. Transform  and scale 

your subject takes up 80 
percent of your page

4. Enhance the colors (pop 
art is vibrant and bold 
coloring)
a. filter> adjustments> 

HSV/HSL Adjustment

5. Enhance the contrast 
a. Filer > adj> levels



1. Duplicate 
your 
portrait 
layer

2. Filter> 
artistic> 
posterize
a. Choose 

6 or less 
levels



1. Make a new BLANK 
layer

2. Choose the bezier 
tool

3. Choose a brush 
from brush presets

4. In Tool Options
a. Fill > not filled
b. Outline> 

brush
5. Change the color of 

the stroke to black
6. Change the size of 

stroke to 7sih

I know this is a page from the last tutorial but setting up your 
bezier tool is the same



Ok just like last 
time, outline your 
portrait (try to 
close the lines.. 
In reason) this 
time use your 
judgement about 
what to outline 
etc.  

Consider making 
shapes  (with a 
black fill) for key 
places like the 
eyes / eyebrows  
etc.  



Continue to 
outline / draw 
out everything 
(just like last 
time) 

Lower your line 
weight and add 
in supporting 
lines (like in 
the hair, stuff 
that doesn't 
need to be that 
important)





As you get 
further along 
and before you 
start to trace 
“Value lines” 
start to connect 
some of lines in 
preparation for 
filling with color 
later



With a lower line 
weight begin to 
the value lines.  
(you do not need 
to trace every 
value , just make 
sure there is area 
for a highlight, 
midtone and 
shadow at least.  



Now it is time to 
connect the lines



Ok just like last 
time , duplicate 
you line layer. 

Then using your 
paint bucket tool 
paint inside the 
lines to block/ 
cell shade your 
portriat





Paint bucket 
everything



If you want a 
cleaner look try

filter> 
enhance>Gaus
sian Noise 
Reduction



Duplicate your 
new painted layer

Use your magic 
wand selection 
tool. And select 
either the 
highlights or the 
shadows 

Hold shift to 
select more than 
one shape at a 
time.



Filter > 
artistic> 
halftone



Before you unselect 

Invert your selection 
so we can delete it 
(on this layer we only 
want the half tones)

1. Selection > invert 
sel

2.  Edit> clear



Change the layer 
mode to multiply and 
lower the opacity



Using the shape 
tools or cut and 
pasting a speech 
bubble from 
online

Add a phrase.. 
Something that 
now gives a little 
haha or hmmm 

moment


